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while one can draw virtually anything with traditional storyboarding methods, frameforge's 3d accurate virtual space considers the physical constraints of a shows actual set, thus helping forestall unpleasant and potentially
costly surprises that might arise during a production. clivk to see a high-res version. all of this, and it's still a cost-effective system, makes previz 3 the industry standard, not just for storyboarding, but for visualizing any

project, whether it's a feature film, a commercial, or even a tv series. previz helps you collaborate with your production team by helping you to draw in the scene and communicate the visual ideas that your camera team will
be carrying out. as a cinematographer, you'll be able to visualize, plan, and pre-visualize a shot that will be executed by your camera team. previz is also the fastest way to draw a scene, both on paper and in the computer. it's
a workflow that allows you to visualize a shot, and then to refine that visualization with changes and refinements. it is a workflow that helps you communicate all the aspects of a shot, the lighting, the camera movement, the

camera angle, and the composition. it is a workflow that will help you collaborate with your crew and communicate the visual ideas that your camera team will be executing on the set. previz is a workflow that helps you
visualize, plan, and collaborate with your camera team. it is a workflow that will help you collaborate with your crew, and communicate the visual ideas that your camera team will be carrying out on the set.
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